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Spatiotemporal imaging of plasmonic fields near nanoparticles below the diffraction limit
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Optically induced collective conduction-electron oscillations can generate intense plasmonic fields near
metallic nanoparticles. We suggest a method for reconstructing such nanoplasmonic fields with nanometer spatial
and sub-femtosecond temporal resolution from streaked photoemission spectra. Applying this imaging scheme
to Au nanospheres, we demonstrate the accurate spatiotemporal reconstruction of the plasmonic near-field
distribution in comparison with the directly calculated plasmonic field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic nanostructures may respond to incident visible
or infrared (IR) light by generating strong induced elec-
tromagnetic fields. These nanoplasmonic fields can exhibit
nanometer-scale variations and can exceed the incident-field
intensity near nanostructured surfaces [1–6] and isolated
nanoparticles [7,8] by orders of magnitude [9]. The under-
lying extraordinarily strong polarizability is due to the high
mobility of conduction electrons that are driven collectively
and in phase (owing to the structures’ subwavelength size) by
the incident radiation. Controllable strong localized induced
plasmonic fields near nanostructured surfaces and isolated
plasmonic nanoparticles promise to increase the efficiency
of existing and enable novel applications in nanoplasmon-
ically enhanced photocatalysis [10], light harvesting [11],
time-resolved nanoplasmonic-field microscopy [1], surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy [12], biomedical and chemical
sensing [13,14], tumor detection and treatment [15,16], fem-
tosecond scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy
[17], and ultrafast electro-optical switching [18]. Progress in
these promising applications will be facilitated and possibly
depend on the accurate nanometer–sub-femtosecond–scale
spatiotemporal characterization of transient nanoplasmonic
fields, calling for the design of novel schemes for the recon-
struction of plasmonic field distributions.

Laser technology has advanced to allow the interrogation
of the electronic dynamics in gaseous atoms and molecules
with a resolution on the timescale of a few attoseconds
(1 as = 10−18 s), and attosecond science is rapidly expanding
to time-resolved investigations of (collective) electronic pro-
cesses in solid matter [18–20]. Attosecond streaked photoe-
mission spectroscopy, in particular, by illuminating a target
with isolated attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses
that are phase-coherently synchronized to a delayed strong
IR (or visible) pulse records photoemission yields as a func-
tion of the delay τ between the ionizing XUV and assist-
ing streaking pulses, revealing temporal information through
relative phase shifts of delay-dependent photoelectron yields
(so-called “streaking traces”) from different initial electronic
states of the target [20,21]. In streaked photoelectron spectra
of nanoparticles [8,22–24] and nanotips [25,26], the nanoplas-

monic response to the streaking pulse leads to a characteristic
amplitude increase and phase shift of the streaking traces,
providing temporal information on the induced plasmon
dynamics.

While streaked photoemission from nanometer-sized
metallic structures proceeds across the inhomogeneous plas-
monic field, the spatiotemporal plasmonic field distribution
has not yet been extracted from streaked spectra. In the present
work, both the numerical modeling of streaked spectra and the
reconstruction of plasmonic near fields from simulated spectra
are based on the classical representation of the photoelectron
dynamics. This work is an extension of our previous studies
on photoemission from plasmonic targets [8,22,23], in which
we investigated the retrieval of the temporal structure of
plasmonic near fields from streaked photoemission spectra
with sub-femtosecond resolution in time. In the present work
we (i) numerically investigate an imaging scheme that adds
nanometer spatial resolution of the plasmonic near field by
means of a suggested modification of the default experi-
mental setup for recording streaked photoelectron spectra
[20], and (ii) give a detailed mathematically description of
the underlying spatiotemporal reconstruction algorithm. The
suggested plasmonic field-retrieval algorithm is applicable
for sufficiently long streaking pulses, complementing a re-
cently suggested quantum-mechanical field-retrieval scheme
that was optimized for ultrashort IR streaking pulses [27].

The proposed scheme for retrieving the plasmonically
enhanced streaking electric-field distribution near metal
nanospheres with high spatiotemporal resolution consists of
recording streaked spectra for variable relative linear polar-
ization directions � of the attosecond extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) and streaking pulse (Fig. 1). We assume that both
pulses propagate along the x axis of the laboratory frame
(x, yL, zL), which is centered in the nanosphere of radius a.
The XUV pulse is polarized along the zL axis, and the streak-
ing pulse along z axis of the rotated (x, y, z) reference frame.
A stream of isolated spherical gold nanoparticles is injected by
aerodynamic lens focusing [28–31] into the laser-interaction
region. The laser parameters assumed in our numerical ex-
amples correspond to typical parameters used in streaked
photoemission experiments with gaseous and solid targets
[7,20,21,25,28,30]. We can safely neglect the thermal melting
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FIG. 1. Spatiotemporal nanoplasmonic field imaging near iso-
lated metallic nanospheres employing streaked photoemission spec-
troscopy. Electrons released by isolated XUV pulses are streaked
by delayed nanoplasmonically enhanced visible or IR pulses upon
leaving the particles’ surface. τ designates the time delay between
the phase-coherent streaking and XUV pulses. � is the variable angle
between the XUV and IR electric-field linear polarization directions.
Red dots indicate points on the “x = 0 longitude.”

of the nanoparticles due to the applied external laser pulses.
Melting eventually occurs, however, at a picosecond timescale
and therefore long after the few femtoseconds an emitted
photoelectron needs to traverse and “probe” the plasmonic
near field. Recent experiments measured streaked photoelec-
tron spectra from tapered Au nanowires with 0.1 TW/cm2

NIR pulses [25] and estimated the damage threshold for Au
nanowires at 10 TW/cm2 for 32 fs pulses and 5 TW/cm2 for
108 fs pulses [32].

We show how variation of � allows the reconstruction
of the total electric-field distribution (i.e., the sum of the
induced plasmonic and incident streaking field) (i) along the
“x = 0 longitude” with rotated-frame coordinates (a, φ =
−π/2, θ = �) (indicated as red dots in Fig. 1) and (ii),
in consequence, over the entire nanoparticle surface. Unless
stated otherwise, we use atomic units (h̄ = e = me = 1).
To conveniently keep track of relative phases, we employ
complex-valued electric fields, with their real parts represent-
ing physical fields.

II. SPATIOTEMPORAL ATTOSECOND STREAKING

We assume Gaussian XUV pulses with central energy
εctr
xuv = 105 eV and full temporal width at half intensity maxi-

mum (FWHIM) �txuv = 287 as, given by the electric field

�Exuv (�r, t ) = Exuv,0 exp

[
−2 ln 2

(t − x/c)2

�t2
xuv

]
× exp

[−iεctr
xuv (t − x/c)

]
êzL , (1)

and streaking pulses with Gaussian temporal profile

�Einc(�r, t ) = −EIR,0 exp

[
−2 ln 2

(t + τ − x/c)2

�t2
IR

]
× exp [−iω(t + τ − x/c)]êz (2)

of pulse length (FWHIM) �tIR = 5.9 fs, λ = 2π/k = 2πc/ω

central wavelength, and 1012 W/cm2 peak intensity. c des-
ignates the speed of light in vacuum, and the coordinate
unit vectors are related as êz = sin �êyL + cos �êzL . The time
delay τ between the XUV and the streaking pulses is defined
to be positive if the streaking pulse precedes the XUV pulse.

The inhomogeneous induced plasmonic field near the sur-
face of substreaking-pulse-wavelength-sized nanospheres is
given in dipole approximation by [33]

�Epl (�r, t ) = p(t )
eikr

r3
[3(1 − ikr ) − k2r2] sin θ cos θ êρ

+p(t )
eikr

r3
[k2r2 sin2 θ+(1−ikr )(3 cos2 θ−1)]êz,

(3)

where êρ and êz are unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates.
We used the expression for the oscillating induced dipole
moment p(t ) calculated within Mie theory [34] as given
in Ref. [35], such that Eq. (3) is valid for size parameters
2πa/λ � 0.6 [22]. The strength of the total electric field near
the nanosphere, �Etot = �Einc + �Epl , on the nanosphere surface
at time t = 0 is

Etot (a, φ, θ, τ ) = ηλ(a, θ )Einc(a, φ, θ, t = 0)

× exp {−i[σλ(a, θ ) + π ]}. (4)

While Etot does not have cylindrical symmetry, due to
the dependence of x = xs = a sin θ cos φ in Einc on φ,
the plasmonic-field enhancement ηλ(a, θ ) and phase shift
σλ(a, θ ) are cylindrically symmetrical [cf., Eq. (3)]. Accord-
ing to Eq. (4), retrieval of Etot (a, φ, θ, τ ) along the x = 0
longitude therefore allows the reconstruction of the electric-
field distribution on the entire nanoparticle surface. In slowly-
varying-amplitude approximation, the vector potential of the
incident and total electric field follow from Eqs. (2) and (4) as

Ainc(a, φ, θ, τ ) � −i

ω
Einc(a, φ, θ, t = 0), (5)

and

Atot (a, φ, θ, τ ) = ηλ(a, θ )Ainc(a, φ, θ, τ )

× exp [iσλ(a, θ )]. (6)

We calculated streaked spectra within a classical trajectory
model, modeling photoemission in four distinct steps: (i)
electronic excitation by the XUV pulse followed by electron
(ii) transport to the surface, (iii) escape from the surface, and
(iv) propagation outside the nanosphere under the influence
of �Etot. The spectra were assembled based on a phenomeno-
logical probability distribution over at least six million phase-
space points that serve as initial values for Monte Carlo
sampled trajectories. A detailed description of this approach is
given in Ref. [22]. We numerically simulated streaked spectra
for a streaking wavelength of λ = 720 nm and 10 relative
polarizations 0 � � � π/2. Figures 2(a)–2(c) show spectra
for � = 0◦, 36◦, and 54◦ from 25-nm-radius nanospheres.
A spectrum for λ = 720 nm without including the plasmonic
field is given in Fig. 2(d) for � = 0. The spectrum for λref =
900 nm and � = 0 is taken as the reference for the plasmonic
field retrieval [Fig. 2(e)]. The center of energies (COEs) of the
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FIG. 2. Streaked spectra from 25-nm-radius Au nanospheres for
different polarization directions � and λ = 720 nm (a)–(c) with
and (d) without including �Epl . (e) Streaked reference spectrum for
� = 0 and λref = 900 nm including �Epl . (f) Corresponding centers
of energy.

spectra in Figs. 2(a)–2(e) are the first moments of the energy
distributions in the energy interval [70, 130] eV [Fig. 2(f)].
Fitting these numerically calculated COEs to the function

ε
j

λ (a, φ,�, τ ) = ε0 + C
j

λ (a,�) exp

[
−2 ln 2

(τ − xs/c)2

�t2
IR

]
× exp

{−i
[
ω(τ − xs/c) + β

j

λ (a,�)
]}

(7)

yields the peak COE amplitude C
j

λ (a,�) and COE phase shift
β

j

λ (a,�). The COEs oscillate about the unstreaked central
photon energy ε0 = εctr

xuv − W − 2εf /5, where W = 5.1 eV
is the work function and εf = 5.5 eV is the Fermi energy
for bulk gold [22]. The superscript j = w,w/o indicates
calculations with or without �Epl , respectively.

The simulation of streaked photoemission from atoms
in the strong-field approximation results in streaking am-
plitudes ε

j

λ (a, φ,�, τ ) − ε0 proportional to Ainc(a, φ, 0, τ )
[20]. Guided by this well-known proportionality, we base the
plasmonic field reconstruction on the heuristic expression

Atot (a, φ,�, τ )

Ainc(a, φ, 0, τ )
= εw

λ (a, φ,�, τ ) − ε0

ε
w/o

λ (a, φ, 0, τ ) − ε0

× α(a) exp [iψ (a)], (8)

introducing the factor α(a) to correct the attenuation
of the plasmonic COE amplitude enhancement
Cw

λ (a,�)/C
w/o

λ (a, 0) relative to the plasmonic electric-field
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FIG. 3. Plasmonic (a) field enhancements and (b) phase shifts at
the pole (θ = 0) of gold nanospheres with radii of 25 and 50 nm
as a function of the incident streaking-field wavelength λ. The peak
intensity of the streaking field is 1012 W/cm2. Exact results (solid
and dashed lines) are calculated based on classical electrodynamics
according to Eqs. (3) and (4). Symbols show values retrieved from
simulated streaked photoelectron spectra. Values at the reference
wavelength of 900 nm used for the plasmonic-field retrieval are
circled.

enhancement. This COE enhancement correction accounts
for (i) the streaking trace including contributions from
photoelectrons emitted over the entire surface, thus including
regions where the vector potential is significantly differs from
Atot (a, φ,�, τ )/Ainc(a, φ, 0, τ ) and (ii) the propagation
of photoelectrons in the inhomogeneous plasmonic field
resulting in their exposure to an effective electric field that
is weaker than the electric field at the surface. Similarly, we
allow for a cumulative phase shift ψ (a) in order to represent
(i) the spectral averaging inherent in the calculation of COEs,
(ii) scattering of photoelectrons during their transport to
the surface (step two in our photoemission model [22]),
(iii) electron escape from the surface (step three), and (iv)
subsequent photoelectron propagation in the inhomogeneous
plasmonic field (step four). Dividing Eq. (6) by Eqs. (5) and
(7) with j = w by Eq. (7) with j = w/o we obtain

ηλ(a,�) = Cw
λ (a,�)

C
w/o

λ (a, 0)
α(a),

σλ(a,�) = β
w/o

λ (a, 0) − βw
λ (a,�) + ψ (a). (9)

Justified by our numerical results shown below, we ne-
glect the dependence of α(a) and ψ (a) on the streaking
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FIG. 4. Results for 25 nm – radius Au nanospheres for three
XUV-IR pulse delays τ . (a)–(c) Calculated exact and (d)–(f) retrieved
total electric fields at the surface, normalized to the IR-laser-pulse
amplitude EIR,0. (g)–(i) Exact and retrieved total electric field versus
the polar angle θ = � along the x = 0 longitude (φ = 0).

wavelength and �. Therefore, comparison with a reference
streaking spectrum taken for a streaking wavelength where the
plasmonic response is either weak or can be neglected, e.g.,
λref = 900 nm with polarization direction � = 0 [cf. Figs. 3
and 2(e)], allows us to eliminate the factors α(a) and ψ (a)
in Eq. (9). The plasmonic-field enhancement and phase shift
for the wavelength λ of interest can now be retrieved from
streaked spectra as expressed in

ηλ(a,�) �
a:ED-theory︷ ︸︸ ︷
ηλref (a, 0) ×

b:Simulation︷ ︸︸ ︷[
C

w/o

λref
(a, 0)

C
w/o

λ (a, 0)

]
×

c:Experiment︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Cw

λ (a,�)

Cw
λref

(a, 0)

]

σλ(a,�) �
a:ED-theory︷ ︸︸ ︷
σλref (a, 0) +

b:Simulation︷ ︸︸ ︷[
β

w/o

λ (a, 0) − β
w/o

λref
(a, 0)

]

+
c:Experiment︷ ︸︸ ︷[

βw
λref

(a, 0) − βw
λ (a,�)

]
. (10)

The retrieval process thus consists of three distinct parts as
indicated in the annotations of the above equation:

(a) The plasmonic enhancement and phase shift at the
reference wavelength are calculated within classical elec-
trodynamics (ED) [22,34]. σλref (a, 0) may be negligible (cf.
Fig. 3).
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(b) Not accessible experimentally, the COEs C
w/o

λref
(a, 0)

and C
w/o

λ (a, 0) and phase shifts β
w/o

λ (a, 0) and β
w/o

λref
(a, 0)

neglecting the plasmonic response are derived from simulated
spectra. Our numerical results show that these functions are
size independent for radii a ∈ [5, 50] nm and only depend on
the incident streaking-pulse wavelength. To facilitate the field
reconstruction at different streaking wavelength, we therefore
provide linear fits, valid for the range λ ∈ [400, 900] nm, of
the response-free COEs and phase shifts, C

w/o

λ (a, 0) = μ1 +
μ2λ and β

w/o

λ (a, 0) = π/2 + κ/λ, with adjusted parameters
μ1 = −0.316, μ2 = 8.60 × 10−3 nm−1, and κ = 87.82 nm.

(c) These factors include COEs and phase shifts deduced
from measured spectra at the streaking wavelengths λ and
λref . Cw

λ (a,�) and the phase shifts βw
λ (a,�) are measured

for several polarization directions �.

III. SPATIOTEMPORALLY RESOLVED
SURFACE-ELECTRIC-FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure 3 shows retrieved plasmonic-field enhancements
ηλ(a, 0) and phase shifts σλ(a, 0) for 25- and 50-nm-radius
nanospheres for 400 nm < λ < 900 nm, in fair agreement
with our classical ED calculations. Upon retrieving ηλ(a, θ =
�) and σλ(a, θ = �) for eleven equally spaced relative polar-
izations � = 0◦, 9◦, 18◦, . . ., 90◦ from simulated spectra for
25 nm nanosphere radius and 720 nm streaking wavelength,
we reconstructed the total electric fields at different delays at
the nanoparticle surface according to Eq. (4) with nm spatial
resolution. The retrieved and exact fields agree (Fig. 4).
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The spatial resolution of the reconstructed plasmonic near
field depends on the number of polarization directions �

for which spectra are recorded. Based on N� = 11 equally
spaced angles 0◦ � � � 90◦, the present application of our
imaging scheme results in a spatial resolution of the retrieved
field of [1/(N� − 1)](π/2)a ≈ 4 nm. The best achievable
spatial resolution is limited since streaking traces produced
by photoelectrons originating from very nearby points on the
surface cannot be distinguished. Figure 5 shows excellent
agreement between the exact and retrieved total electric fields
as functions of the time delay τ for φ = 0◦ and two polar
emission angles, θ = � = 0◦, 60◦.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we propose a with current technology prac-
ticable spectroscopic scheme based on attosecond streaking
spectroscopy which, by scanning the relative linear polar-
ization direction of the XUV and streaking pulse, allows
the imaging of plasmonic electric-field distributions on the
surface of spherical nanoparticles with nanometer spatial and
sub-femtosecond temporal resolution. The implementation of
this method requires the extension of conventional streaking
measurements from nanoparticles by allowing for the con-
trolled rotation of the relative linear polarization direction

between the XUV and the IR pulses. The suggested imaging
scheme has the potential to be generalized to nonspherical
nanoparticles by enabling the rotation of the electron detector
or by adding multiple detectors at different directions. For
full spatial resolution of the electric near-field distribution,
the extension to nonspherical particles may require alignment
of the nanoparticles. Further improvements of the suggested
imaging scheme may result in a powerful method for the
scrutiny of nanoscopic plasmonically enhanced electric-field
distributions and electronic dynamics on functional nanopar-
ticles and nanostructured surfaces.
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